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Abstract
We concern ourselves with the problem of solving the 0; 1 matrix equation
Ak  J ÿ I in this paper, where J is the matrix of all oneÕs, I the identity matrix and A an
unknown 0; 1 matrix. In particular, our eort brings about a complete solution of
Ak  J2k1 ÿ I2k1. This generalizes a theorem of Lam and Van Lint. In the course of our
solution we provide a local characterization of the webs, i.e., the powers of the cycles.
Our results mainly rely on the analysis of the intersection pattern of a collection of some
specific sets, namely, the row sets of a matrix; some results on partitionable graphs are
also introduced to tackle this problem. Our work suggests an approach to investigate
Ak  J ÿ I by studying a number-theoretical question and a conjecture of Ravindra on
partitionable graphs. Several open problems are also presented. Ó 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 05C50; 15A24
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1. Introduction
We always use the notation J for the matrix with every entry equal to 1 and I
for the identity matrix. Let ei be the 1 n matrix with 1 in the i 1th leftmost
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position and 0Õs elsewhere. The n n permutation matrix N is the unique one
satisfying enÿ1N  e0 and eiN  ei1 for i  0; 1; . . . ; nÿ 2. The matrix Qp will
denote the one which satisfies e0Qp  e0 and NQp  QpNp for any p 2 Zn; that
is, Qp is the p-circulant [14] with first row e0. Sometimes we also use a subscript
to indicate the size of a matrix.
The 0; 1 matrix equation J ÿ I  XY for two unknown matrices X and Y
has an intimate connection with many discrete mathematics problems [1–3,
5–12,15–19,21–24]. Our paper is on one of its special cases, namely, the
equation
Ak  Jn ÿ In; 1:1
where k is a positive integer and A is an unknown 0; 1 matrix of order n. It is
known that (1.1) is solvable if and only if k is odd and there is a nonnegative
integer d such that n  dk  1 [18,21]. Each solution A must have constant line
sums d. The case d 1 is trivial. So in the rest of this paper we agree that k is
odd and n is of the form dk  1 for some integer d greater than one.
As usual, we look on two solutions to (1.1) which are permutation similar as
the same. We have shown that the solutions A to (1.1) are not unique in this
sense in general [23]. On the other hand, some uniqueness results can be es-
tablished. For example, we have proved that the spectrum of A and the
numbers of short elementary cycles of the digraph of A are uniquely determined
by (1.1) [24].
We write a number a in boldface always to mean its corresponding element
in Zn, that is, the residue class amod n, except in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Let f x  x x2      xd and M  Qÿdf N. It is well known that the (ÿd )-
circulant M is a solution of (1.1) [8,18,21]. In Theorem 2.1, we prove that if
Ak  J ÿ I and A  P TM for some permutation matrix P, then for some q, the
matrix A must be of the form Qsf NN q, where djsjdkÿ1 and sk  1. We remark
here that we have found all the distinct solutions A to (1.1) up to permutation
similarity under the assumption that A is permutation similar to a matrix of the
form Qÿdt f NNq for some t and q [23].
Section 3 contains two immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.1. They are
obtained by using a result developed in [22,23].
Finally, we introduce in Section 4 a partitionable graph approach to show
how it can be guaranteed that A  P TM holds for some permutation matrix P .
This in turn leads to a complete solution of (1.1) in the case of d  2, which is a
generalization of a theorem of Lam and Van Lint [18].
2. Relationship among the row sets of Ak, Akÿ1, and A
We will use the symbol a # for the least nonnegative integer x such that
a  x for any integer a. For any two sets C and D, let C n D  fx jx 2 C;
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x 62 Dg; CDD  C n D [ D n C; C  D  fx y jx 2 C; y 2 Dg; C ÿ D 
fxÿ y jx 2 C; y 2 Dg:
For any matrix B of order n, the set fj jei#BeTj# > 0g, which is a subset of Zn,
is denoted by Bi. The BiÕs form a collection of subsets of Zn, called the set of
row sets of B. Clearly (1.1) displays the row sets of Ak. If we also know that the
set of row sets of A is of some specific form, then the following theorem,
Theorem 2.1, will help us to understand the structure of A by giving a picture
of the row sets of A. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we shall first consider the row
sets of Akÿ1 rather than examining those of A directly.
Theorem 2.1. If Ak  J ÿ I , and A  P TM for some permutation matrix P, then
there is an integer q such that A  Qsf NNq for some s such that sk  1 and
djsjdkÿ1.
Proof. Suppose we already know that the solution A to (1.1) is of the form
Qsf NNq for some s and q. Since Ak is a nonsingular sk-circulant, while J ÿ I is
a 1-circulant, we conclude that sk  1 by the same argument that appeared in
[22]. So it only remains to show A  Qsf NN q for some q and s such that djs
and sjdkÿ1.
In what follows, Akÿ1 will be abbreviated to X and the only element in P i
designated as Pi.
From the computation in [21], we know that Mi  fÿdi  t j t  1;
2; . . . ; dg and Mkÿ1i  fdkÿ1i ÿ t j t  0; 1; . . . ; dkÿ1 ÿ 1g. Moreover, as an
easy consequence of A  P TM , Ak  J ÿ I  Mk, and detJ ÿ I 6 0, we find
that Akÿ1  Mkÿ1P . Thus X i  fPdkÿ1iÿt j t  0; 1; . . . ; dkÿ1 ÿ 1g follows. Be-
cause dk  nÿ 1, we have
X i n X i d  P dkÿ1i; 2:1
X i d n X i  P dkÿ1iÿ dkÿ1; 2:2
X i \ X j  ; if 0 < jiÿ jj < d: 2:3
Define a; b to be the subset fa; a 1; . . . ; a bÿ a #g of Zn. We call it a
circular r-set of Zn, where r  bÿ a # 1 is the size of a; b. Obviously
r6 n. If r 6 n, we say that a and a rÿ 1 are the endpoints of a; a rÿ1.
A segment of a subset T of Zn is a maximal circular subset of T under in-
clusion.
Notice that every M(i) is a circular d-set, and A is obtained from M by
permuting the rows. Hence we certainly have every A(i) is a circular d-set too.
X(i) can be uniquely expressed as the disjoint union of its segments, say
X i  Stij1 Xji for some ti. Without loss of generality, assume Pdkÿ1i 2 X1i.
We refer to Y(i) as the segment of X(i) which contains Pdkÿ1iÿdkÿ1ÿ1.
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Since XAkÿ2A, each row of X is a sum of rows of A. Because A and X are
0; 1 matrices and the A(i)Õs are circular d-sets, it follows that
dj jXjij: 2:4
Now we consider two cases.
Case A: t0  t1      tnÿ1  1:
Since X iDX i d, the symmetric dierence of two circular dkÿ1-sets, is just
fPdkÿ1i; Pdkÿ1iÿ1g, we get Pdkÿ1i ÿ Pdkÿ1iÿ1  dkÿ1. We assert that
f i  Pdkÿ1i ÿ Pdkÿ1iÿ1 must be of the same value for all i. Otherwise, we should
have some j such that f j 6 f j1 and so f j  ÿf j1. It follows Pdkÿ1jÿ1  Pdkÿ1j1.
But 0 < 2dkÿ16 dk < n implies dkÿ1j ÿ 1 6 dkÿ1j  1, which contradicts the
fact that P is a permutation matrix. Therefore our assertion is verified. This
means f Pi ÿ Piÿdkÿ1 j i  1; . . . ; ng  fPdkÿ1i ÿ Pdkÿ1iÿ1 j i  1; . . . ; ng  fÿdkÿ1g
or fdkÿ1g. Hence P  Qÿ1Nt or Q1Nt for some t. So we achieve that
A P TQÿdf N  Q1Qÿdf NNtd  Qdf NNtd . It is not dicult to es-
tablish the theorem by now.
Case B: There is some ts > 1.
We first observe that it is true for all i that
Pdkÿ1i is an endpoint of both X1i and Y i d  1: 2:5
The reason is that X1i \ Y i d  1, the intersection of two circular sets, is
just P dkÿ1i.
Here we should distinguish two subcases again.
Subcase B.1: X1s  a; Psdkÿ1 ; Y s d  1  Psdkÿ1 ; b.
Because X1s is a segment of X s and jX1sj < n, we obtain aÿ1 62 X s.
However, the circular set X1s n P sdkÿ1 must be included in a segment of
X s d, say Y, by (2.1). Furthermore, (2.3) shows Y \ Y s d  1  ;. But
(2.4) says jY j  0 (mod d) while jX1s n Psdkÿ1j  ÿ1 6 0 (mod d). So (2.2)
implies that aÿ1  Psÿ1dkÿ1 2 Y . Now the definition of Y s d tells us
Y s d  Y and hence it follows Y s d  f1g  X1s  Psÿ1dkÿ1  1;
Psdkÿ1  by noting (2.5) in addition. Note at this point, that we can deduce from
(2.3) and (2.5) that X1sÿ 1  a0; Psÿ1dkÿ1  and Y s d  Psÿ1dkÿ1 ; b0 for
some a0 and b0  Psdkÿ1 ÿ 1 as well. Thus the same argument applies to give
X1sÿ 1  Y sÿ 1 d  f1g  Psÿ2dkÿ1  1; Psÿ1dkÿ1 . Continuing like
this, we get
X1i  Y i d  f1g  Pdkÿ1iÿ1  1; Pdkÿ1i 2:6
holds for all i. Now (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6) together imply that
any segment of X i other than X1i is also a segment
of X i d; and any segment of X i d other than Y i d
is a segment of X i conversely: 2:7
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So ti  tid for all i. This means all the X(i)Õs must have the same number of
segments, say t  ts > 1.
We further require that (2.6) still holds for each i, that is, a1i  Pdkÿ1iÿ1  1
and b1i  Pdkÿ1i. We remark that this labeling does not aect the validity of
any of our claims before.
Clearly (2.3) and (2.6) together imply that
Sdÿ1
j1 X1i j 
b1i  1; a1i  d ÿ 1 lies in b1i  1; a2i ÿ 1. Hence a1i  d 2
b1i  2; a2i. However, by looking at the distribution of the segments of
X(i), we see that a1i ÿ 1, the only element in X i d n X i, is not in
b1i  1; a2i ÿ 1. Thus, it follows from X i \ b1i  1; a2i ÿ 1  ; that
a1i  d 62 b1i  1; a2i ÿ 1 and henceforth a1i  d  a2i. So we arrive
at X1i d  X2i by using (2.7). Noting our labeling rule in addition, we find
that (2.6) and (2.7) imply now the relations below for all i:
Xji d  Xj1i if j  1; 2; . . . ; t ÿ 1; 2:8
Xti d  Y i d  X1i ÿ f1g: 2:9
Combining (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain
X1i td  X2i t ÿ 1d      Xti d  X1i ÿ f1g: 2:10
It follows
fX1tdj j j  1; 2; . . . ; ng  fX10 ÿ fjg j j  1; 2; . . . ; ng: 2:11
Since the cardinality of the set on the right-hand side of (2.11) is n, we have
fX10 ÿ fjg j j  1; 2; . . . ; ng  fX1j j j  1; 2; . . . ; ng:
Therefore, all the numbers X1jj jÕs are equal. We denote this common value
by r.
Let T q  Sdj1 X1qd  j. Then (2.3) and (2.6) demonstrate that
jT qj  dr and T q  a1qd  1; b1qd  d. Let us carry out the following
calculations:
a1qd  1  a1q1 for 06 q6 t ÿ 1 by 2:8;
b1qd  d  a1qd  d1 ÿ 1 by 2:6
 aq21 ÿ 1 for 06 q6 t ÿ 2 by 2:8;
b1t ÿ 1d  d  a1td  1 ÿ 1 by 2:6
 a11 ÿ 2 by 2:10:
They show us that T q  a1q1; a2q1 ÿ 1 for q  0; 1; . . . ; t ÿ 2, and
T t ÿ 1  at1; a11 ÿ 2. But it is assumed that a11 < a21 <   
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< at1 < a11  n. So we obtain a11; a11 ÿ 2 is the disjoint union of
T(q) for q  0; 1; . . . ; t ÿ 1. Therefore, dk  nÿ 1  tdr. It turns out that
r jdkÿ1: 2:12
To finish the proof, we conclude from (2.6) that Pjdkÿ1 ÿ Pj  r holds for all
j. Consequently P is of the form Qr=dkÿ1 Nv for some r and v. (We remark that
the r=dkÿ1 appearing here should be viewed as a number in Zn and is really
meaningful since gcdn; dkÿ1  1.) Hence A  P TM  Qÿdk=rf NN q for some
q. Noting (2.4) and (2.12), the theorem is established in this subcase by letting
s  ÿdk=r.
Subcase B.2: X1s  Psdkÿ1 ; a; Y s d  1  b; Psdkÿ1 ].
This subcase can be dealt with in the same way as in the former one. We
omit the details. 
Because Qsf NN qk  Qsk 
Qkÿ1
i0 N q1s
i      N qdsi (see [21–22]), we
get that to solve (1.1) under the assumption A  P TM for some permutation
matrix P is equivalent to finding suitable q and s such that djsjdkÿ1; sk  1,
and A0  A1      Akÿ1  Zn n f0g, where Ai  f1 qsi; 2 qsi; . . . ;
d  qsig. We do not know whether the solution to the latter number-theo-
retical question must have s  ÿdt for some t.
3. Two corollaries
We give two direct applications of the preceding results in this section. We
shall need the following result from [22,23]:
(H) In the set of matrices which are permutation similar to Qÿdt f NNq for
some t and q, all the distinct solutions A to (1.1), up to permutation similarity,
are Qÿdt f N, where 16 t6 k ÿ 1 and gcd(t, k) 1.
Corollary 3.1. If Ak  Jdk1 ÿ Idk1 for a prime d, and A can be converted to M by
permuting the rows, then the set of all distinct solutions A is
fQÿdt f Nj16 t6 k ÿ 1; gcdt; k  1g, up to permutation similarity.
Proof. As a result of Theorem 2.1, A must be of the form Qsf NNq, where
djsjdkÿ1 and sk  1. Since d is a prime and k is odd, the only possibility is that s
is a power of ÿd. Hence the corollary follows from (H). 
Corollary 3.2. If k 3 and A  P TM for some permutation matrix P, then the set
of all distinct solutions A to (1.1) is fQÿdf N; Qÿd2 f Ng up to permutation
similarity.
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Proof. Let s  ÿdt, where tjd. If 1 < jtj < d, then 1 < jt3j < d3 and so it cannot
hold t3  1. But s3  t3, and then s3 6 1 follows. When |t| 1 or d, it is trivial
to check that s3  1 if and only if sÿd or (ÿd)2. Thus (H) gives our assertion.

4. Partitionable graph
In this section, we study (1.1) with the language of graph theory. In parti-
cular, a partitionable graph approach is introduced. In view of Theorem 2.1, it
may be of interest to know when the condition A  P TM can be guaranteed.
We set up some results in this direction, which will help us to obtain the
complete solution of Ak  J2k1 ÿ I2k1.
First of all, there are some notations. xvG, the local clique number at a
vertex v of the graph G, is the size of the largest clique in G which contains
v: xG, the clique number of G, is the greatest one among all xvGÕs for
v 2 G. Chva´tal [13] defines a web Ctm to be the graph whose vertices can be
enumerated as v1; . . . ; vm so that vi is adjacent to vj if and only if the indices i
and j dier by at most t modulo m. In fact, Ctm is just Cmt, the tth power of the
cycle Cm  C1m. Following Seboˇ [19], we say that a graph G is locally a web at
a vertex v0 if there exists an ordering vÿx0ÿ1; . . . ; vÿ1; v0; v1; . . . ; vx0ÿ1 of 2x0 ÿ 1
distinct vertices so that vi; vi1; . . . ; vix0ÿ1 form a clique in G for
i  ÿx0 ÿ 1; . . . ; 0, where x0  xv0G. Although the concept of the web
seems contrived at first sight, it really appears quite naturally in the study of
perfect graph [6,12,13,19,20], and is also important in our investigation of (1.1).
We denote the neighbor set of a vertex v in a graph G by NG(v). The following
theorem is intuitively reasonable, but we cannot find a shorter proof.
Theorem 4.1. A connected graph G of order m with every vertex in exactly x
cliques of size x, and every edge in at least one clique of size x, where
x  xG > 1, is locally a web everywhere if and only if it is the web Cxÿ1m .
Proof. The ‘if ’ part is trivial. So we turn to the ‘only if ’ part.
We refer to the set of cliques of size x in G containing a vertex vi as Cvi.
Since G is locally a web at vi and xviG  x, there are 2xÿ 1 distinct vertices
vÿxÿ1i ; . . . ; v
ÿ1
i ; v
0
i  vi; v1i ; . . . ; vxÿ1i , such that Cj  fvji ; . . . ; vjxÿ1i g 2 Cvi for
j  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ; 0. But we have jCvij  x and every edge of G is in at least
one clique of size x. Thus it follows that Cvi  fCÿxÿ1; . . . ;C0g and
fvig [ NGvi  fvÿxÿ1i ; . . . ; vxÿ1i g. We now construct the labeled path
CP vi  Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;C0, which is the graph on labels Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;C0 with
CjCj1; j  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ;ÿ1, as edge set. Observe that
jCpDCqj  2jp ÿ qj; 4:1
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where ÿxÿ 16 p; q6 0. Clearly CP vi is just the path with the x vertices
labeled by the elements of Cvi and with an edge between any two vertices for
which the symmetric dierence of their corresponding cliques in Cvi is of
cardinality 2. So CP vi is uniquely determined for vi up to isomorphism. For
convenience, we often refer to a vertex in a labeled graph just by calling its label
alone. The structure of labeled graph is introduced here only to characterize the
‘adjacent’ relation among the set of labels. Next, taking NGvi [ fvig as the set
of labels, we build another labeled path in the procedure below:
· Take a representation of CP vi, say Bÿxÿ1; . . . ;B0.
· Connect the only vertex in Bi n Biÿ1 to the only one in Biÿ1 n Biÿ2 for
i  ÿxÿ 3; . . . ; 0.
· Join the singleton in Bi n Bi1 to that in Bi1 n Bi2 for i  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ;ÿ2.
· Add an edge between the only two vertices in
Txÿ1
j1 Bjt for t  ÿx and
ÿxÿ 1, respectively.
We cannot be sure whether it holds Bi  Ci for i  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ; 0 or
Bi  Cÿxÿ1ÿi for i  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ; 0, but the fact that the path
CP vi  Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;C0  C0; . . . ;Cÿxÿ1 is determined up to isomorp-
hism, really tells us that these are all the possible cases. Hence the intersection
pattern of Cj’s ensures that this procedure generates the same edge set on
NGvi [ fvig, and so results in the same path, whatever the case is. This fact
merely reflects that the preceding order vÿxÿ1i ; . . . ; v
xÿ1
i can be recognized from
CP vi up to order reversal. Let us designate this labeled path as P vi, which is
well-defined for each vi.
Now we shall associate with G a new graph H, which is produced by ‘gluing
together’ all the P viÕs, as our proof will show. H has vertex set the same as G
and edge set the pairs of vertices with exactly xÿ 1 cliques of size x in G
including them both.
Pick arbitrarily a vertex vi of G. Suppose P vi  vÿxÿ1i ; . . . ; vxÿ1i , where
vi  v0i . The intersecting relation among the sets in Cvi indicates
NH vi  fvÿ1i ; v1i g. Therefore we know that H is 2-regular and hence a disjoint
union of cycles.
Let Cj represent the clique fv ji ; . . . ; v jxÿ1i g in G for j  ÿxÿ 1; . . . ; 0. It is
clear that CP vi  Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;C0.
We claim that P vi is a subgraph of H in the sense that
E H jfvÿxÿ1i ;...;vxÿ1i g
 
 EP vi:
The case x  2 is trivial. Assume x > 2 and hence v1i 2 Cÿ1 follows. We now
turn our attention to CP vÿ1i . Noting (4.1), we see that there are only two
possibilities, CP vÿ1i   B; Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;Cÿ1 or Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;Cÿ1;B, where B
is the unique element in Cvÿ1i  n fCÿxÿ1; . . . ;Cÿ1g. If it occurs the latter case,
then we conclude from vÿ1i 62 C0 that B 6 C0, henceforth vi 62 B. But we have
vi 2 Cÿ1 and jCÿ1 n Bj  1. This shows fvig  Cÿ1 n B. Therefore v1i 2 Cÿ1
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implies v1i 2 B. If x is even greater than 3, then B;C0;Cÿ1;Cÿ2 are all in
CP v1i . However, applying formula (4.1) to the graph CP vi and CP vÿ1i ,
respectively, we get jCÿ1DCÿ2j  jCÿ1DC0j  2  jC1DBj. It is impossible for
Cÿ1 cannot have degree greater than 2 in CP(v1i ). So we obtain x 3 and
hence B  fvÿ1i ; v1i ; ug for some u 62 fvji j j  1; 0g. At this moment, it is clear
from the definition that the 3-cycle v0i ; v1i ; vÿ1i  is a connected component of
the 2-regular graph H. But the existence of the clique fv0i ; v1i ; v2i g asserts that
one of v0i and v
1
i should be adjacent to v
2
i in H. A contradiction. Thus we see
that only the former case can happen, that is, CP vÿ1i   B; Cÿxÿ1; . . . ;
Cÿ1. Consequently there exists a vertex u such that Pvÿ1i   u;
vÿxÿ1i ; . . . ; v
xÿ2
i . It in turn follows fvÿ1i ; vÿ2i g 2 EH. Repeating this process,
we obtain that all the edges of P vi are also edges of H. It then justifies our
assertion.
From the statement above, we deduce that the set of vertices
NGvi [ fvig  V P vi is on one of the connected components of H. But G is
connected. So it follows that the 2-regular graph H has only one connected
component, and hence H is the cycle C1m. Moreover, the fact that every P vi is
a subgraph of H and the vertex set of P vi is just NGvi [ fvig enables us to
find out that G can be reconstructed from H by adding edges between those
nonadjacent vertices at distance less than x on it. This then implies G  Cxÿ1m
as desired. 
To proceed on, we introduce the concept of partitionable graph
[3,6,9,12,13,19,20], which plays an important role in the investigation of perfect
graph, and is also very attractive in its own right for the rich combinatorial
property involved. Let a;x P 2 be two integers. An a;x partitionable graph
G is a graph of order ax+1 such that for every v 2 V G there is a partition of
V G n fvg into a cliques of size x and a partition of the same set into x stable
sets of size a. An a;x partitionable graph is normalized provided every edge
in it belongs to some clique of size x. We shall make use of the following results
contained in [6,11,12,19]. Let B and C be m m 0; 1 matrices. Then:
(a) CB  J ÿ I ) BC  J ÿ I .
(b) CB  J ÿ I ) There exist positive integers a;x such that JC  CJ  a J ,
BJ  JB  xJ . Further, GBBT is a normalized a;x partitionable graph
when a;x P 2. (Here we denote by GS the graph with f0; 1; . . . ;mÿ 1g as the
vertex set such that i is adjacent to j if and only if i 6 j and eiSeTj > 0 for a
symmetric matrix S of order m.)
(c) Every vertex of an a;xpartitionable graph is in exactly x cliques of size x.
(d) The clique number of an a;x partitionable graph is x.
(e) An (a;x) partitionable graph is (2xÿ 2)-connected.
(We remark that we only need a weak form of (e), that is, partitionable graph is
connected, which has a very simple proof from the definition of the parti-
tionable graph given above.)
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We are ready to apply Theorem 4.1 by now. The number in boldface means
the corresponding residue class modulo m in Theorem 4.2 and its proof.
Theorem 4.2. If CB  Jm ÿ Im and GBBT is locally a web everywhere, then
fBi j i  1; 2; . . . ;mg  ffqi; qi  1; . . . ; qi  xÿ 1g j i 2 Zmg for some
x > 0 and some permutation q on Zm.
Proof. We deduce from (a) that BC  Jm ÿ Im, and thus CTBT  Jm ÿ Im. (b)
implies now there are some positive integers a;x such that
CTJ  JCT  aJ ;BTJ  JBT  xJ .
If a 1, then C is a permutation matrix and B  CTJ ÿ I holds. It follows
that B is obtained from J ÿ I by permuting the rows. So we can simply take q
as the identical permutation on Zm. If x 1, then B is a permutation matrix, a
trivial case again.
Assume henceforth a;xP 2. As a result of (b), CTBT  Jm ÿ Im implies now
GBBT is a normalized a;x partitionable graph. By noting (c), (d), (e) in
addition, Theorem 4.1 allows us to conclude that GBBT is the web Cxÿ1m . Let
C  ffi1; i2; . . . ; ixgj06 i1 < i2 <    < ix6mÿ 1;BTij \ BTit 6 ; for all
j; t  1; 2; . . . ;xg: It is not dicult to see that C corresponds to the set of x-
cliques in GBTB: Note that Cxÿ1m has one good property that it has precisely m
cliques of size x and these cliques distribute in a highly regular way. Expressing
it in terms of the matrix B, we get the jCj  m and there is some permutation q
on Zm such that the set C is just ffqi; qi1; . . . ; qi  xÿ 1gji 2 Zmg. But it
can be seen that R  fBiji  1; 2; . . . ;mg  C, because the (0,1) matrix B
satisfies BJ  xJ . Moreover, the nonsingularity of B implies jRj  m  jCj. So
we conclude that R  C and the proof is ended. 
We specialize Theorem 4.2 to give the following result.
Theorem 4.3. If Ak  Jn ÿ In and GAAT is locally a web everywhere, then A is
permutation similar to P TM for some permutation matrix P.
Proof. To use Theorem 4.2, we should identify Akÿ1 with C and A with B. Let q
be a permutation on Zm satisfying Theorem 4.2 and Q and n n permutation
matrix with Qi  qi for each i. Then Theorem 4.2 gives
fQAQTi j i  1; 2; . . . ; ng  ffi; i  1; . . . ; i  d ÿ 1g j i 2 Zng  fMi j i  1; 2;
. . . ; ng. So QAQT can be transformed into M by permuting the rows. This
means QAQT  P TM for some permutation matrix P, which is the result. 
From the (0,1) matrix equation Ak  J2k1 ÿ I2k1, we certainly can deduce
ATk  J2k1 ÿ I2k1. So (b) implies that GATA is a 2kÿ1; 2 partitionable
graph. Hence every vertex of GATA is in exactly two cliques of size two,
owing to (c). It then follows from (d) that GAAT is locally a web everywhere.
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Thus we can derive the following theorem from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary
3.1.
Theorem 4.4. The set of all distinct solutions A to the equation Ak  J2k1 ÿ I2k1
is fQÿ2t f N j gcdt; k  1; 16 t6 k ÿ 1g, up to permutation similarity.
We remark that Lam and Van Lint [18] have established our Theorem 4.4 in
the special case k 3 by a completely dierent method.
By virtue of Theorem 4.3, it arises naturally the problem of recognizing the
local web property. We have noticed the following:
· If G is a;x partitionable, v 2 V G, and Nv is covered by two xÿ 1-
cliques, then G is locally a web at v [19].
· A conjecture of Ravindra: For an a;x partitionable graph G, if a vertex
v 2 V G has exactly 2xÿ 2 neighbors, then Nv can be covered by two
xÿ 1-cliques [19].
· If G is an a;x partitionable claw-free graph, then jNvj  2xÿ 2 for all
v 2 V G [9].
These information illustrate that if the conjecture of Ravindra can be proved
true, then our discussion about (1.1) in this paper may be valid under the as-
sumption GATA is claw-free. We do not know whether the claw-free property
of GATA is a direct consequence of (1.1). It is also not clear whether the
concept of completely positive matrix [4] has any connection with the discus-
sion of (1.1). We hope that the rich results developed in the study of perfect
graph and completely positive matrix may be helpful in the further research on
this topic.
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